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中 文 摘 要 ： 藉由「阿塔卡瑪大型毫米及次毫米波望遠鏡陣列」對木衛二歐羅巴
已完成的觀測結果, 以及羅賽達號太空船對彗星67P長達兩年的觀測
資料, 我們將研究外太陽系裡的水分子與其他易揮發性有機分子之
起源與分布. 歐羅巴為一繞行木星運轉的衛星, 其表面覆蓋冰層,
藉由多樣性的地表特徵與磁場觀測的結果, 推測歐羅巴存在著地下
海洋. 最新的哈伯太空望遠鏡觀測資料顯示, 歐羅巴有著類似於土
衛二(恩斯拉達斯)的間歇泉噴發之地表活動. 彗星67P則是一顆屬於
木星族的短週期彗星, 羅賽達號太空船在2014年抵達這顆彗星且其
繞行時間長達兩年, 以前所未有的近距離(亦即前所未有的解析度
)探索著此彗星的地表, 化學組成與其噴發氣體和周遭環境的互動作
用.
在此研究計畫中, 我們已完成的工作內容裡包含著, (一
)分析「阿塔卡瑪大型毫米及次毫米波望遠鏡陣列」對歐羅巴大氣層
裡的化學分子之觀測資料, 與(二)分析羅賽達號太空船觀測彗星
67P噴發氣體的化學組成之無線電波光譜. 初步的歐羅巴大氣層之觀
測結果顯示有硫化物分子的存在. 然而其氣體來源機制仍無法判定,
其可能來自於木星磁層電漿撞擊歐羅巴地表而產生, 也有可能是其
地下海洋所造成的氣體噴發事件. 我們將持續分析資料, 如有關鍵
分子如氯化鈉, 氯化鉀以及水分子之偵測結果(如分子柱密度與其分
布等等), 我們將能進一步解析歐羅巴地表產生的冰化學反應, 以及
瞭解可能的地下海洋之組成與狀態.
而羅賽達號任務的電波望遠鏡觀測資料, 將能增進我們對
彗星噴發氣體的化學組成以及其周遭環境的互動作用, 例如太陽照
射產生噴發效應與彗核地表組成上的不均勻性等. 目前我們已分析
出彗核地表的活躍區域, 這再次驗證彗核內部組成結構可能是不均
勻的. 另外, 我們將會對照電波觀測資料與羅賽達號太空船的可見
光波段資料, 希望進一步了解彗星氣體噴發過程與塵埃運動之間的
關聯性. 最後, 我們將利用三維非熱力平衡的輻射轉移模型, 來解
析彗星和歐羅巴光譜型態的複雜變化. 這些研究成果預期將會增進
我們對太陽系的起源與演化之瞭解, 同時也探索著太陽系裡可能的
生命起源與分布.
中 文 關 鍵 詞 ： 太陽系, 歐羅巴, 彗星, 外氣層, 電波觀測, 天文化學
英 文 摘 要 ： In this project, we investigate the exospheres of Europa
and the comet 67P/C–G using with the radio data observed
by ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array) and
by MIRO (Microwave Instrument for the Rosetta Orbiter).
Understanding the chemical composition of the icy
satellites such as Europa and their evolved exospheres, in
analogy to the cometary coma, would reveal the secret of
origin and distribution of water and other volatile organic
molecules in the solar system. These two targets are so
intriguing revealed with the remarkable discoveries made by
the space missions. For example, a global subsurface ocean
has been inferred to exist inside Europa from the diversity
of surface geological features and the magnetic field
measurements made by the Galileo spacecraft. In addition,

the HST observations also suggested water vapors outgassing
from Europa, similar to Enceladus. In addition, the Rosetta
spacecraft arrived Comet 67P/ C-G in 2014 and orbited it
for about two years. For the first time, the Rosetta
spacecraft explored the cometary nucleus and its
environment in such great detail.
In this proposed work, we have analyzed a part of the
ALMA data of Europa’ exosphere. The preliminary results
showed the existence of some molecular gas. However, the
gas source mechanism is still not clarified. It could be
produced from sputtering of the Jupiter’s magnetospheric
plasma impacts, and/or from the outgassing activity
associated with its subsurface ocean. Further analysis is
needed to help solve this question. For example, other
detected molecular species such as NaCl, KCl and H2O in
Europa’s exosphere could support the plume activity
associated with its subsurface ocean. In the other hand,
the nucleus and coma composition of the comet 67P has been
investigated with the Rosetta MIRO data. It’s found some
active regions on the surface of the cometary nuclei, and
an inhomogeneous body is suggested from our analysis of the
CH3OH and H2O in the MIRO data. Next step, we will study
the dust-gas interaction by comparing with the jets and
outburst events observed by OSIRIS. A 3D non-LTE radiative
transfer model will be used to retrieve the scientific
information of gas column density, temperature and
expansion velocity from the radio line profiles observed by
MIRO and ALMA.
英 文 關 鍵 詞 ： Solar System, Europa, Comet 67P/C-G, Exosphere, Radio
Observation, Astrochemistry
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總結:
我 們 利 用 目 前 全 球 最 大 的 地 面 電 波 陣 列 望 遠 鏡 來 研 究 太 陽 系 裡 其 他 天 體, 瞭 解 它 們 的 化
學組成與內部結構, 將能幫助我們更進一步解析地球內部與形成的奧秘. 而這也將帶領我們
探索著未來無限的可能, 如尋找適合人類持續發展的"下一顆地球". 除此之外, 藉由與國際研
究學者的合作, 加入國際太空任務的研究小組裡, 獲取最新觀測資料, 這也使得我們縱使沒
有國家預算投入太空計畫, 卻還是能擁有國際的視野, 並在計畫任務中佔有一席之地, 提升
臺灣的能見度, 以期未來能在國際太空計畫能有更緊密的合作與連結. 再者, 藉由天文研究
領域的知識傳遞, 希望能提升一般社會大眾科學知識的普及程度和人文涵養. 此外, 本計劃
將能提供良好的學術環境氣氛與資源給年輕學子, 並協助培養臺灣未來可能從事基礎科學研
究的人才.
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Final Report:
In this proposed work, we have investigated the origin and distribution of water and other volatile
molecules in the outer solar system. Our primary research targets include two famous icy objects, Europa
and the comet 67P/C–G (Churyumov–Gerasimenko). Europa is an icy moon orbiting Jupiter. A global
subsurface ocean was inferred to exist inside Europa from (1) the diversity of surface geological features;
(2) the magnetic field measurements made by the Galileo spacecraft (i.e., Anderson et al., 1998; Kivelson
et al., 2000); and (3) the HST detections of atomic oxygen and hydrogen also suggested water vapors
outgassing from Europa’s south polar region, similar to Enceladus’ plume activities (see Fig. 1; Roth et al.,
2014; 2016).

Figure 1: An illustration of water vapors outgassing from Europa’s subsurface ocean. We will seek for
evidences of the outgassing events with ALMA. (Image credits: NASA/JPL)
We used the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) with its superior sensitivity and
angular resolution to observe the key species in Europa’s atmosphere and to search for the putative
outgassing events, in order to study the composition of its surface materials, which provide great insights
about interactions among Europa’s subsurface water reservoir(s), its icy surface, and radiolysis due to the
Jovian magnetospheric plasma impacts. Our ALMA Cycle 4 proposal of Europa has been accepted and the
observations have been carried out. The preliminary results of the ALMA observations showed the
existence of the sulfur-containing molecules in Europa’s exosphere (Chien-Hsun Li et al., 2019;
Investigation of the Presumable Exosphere of Europa; 2019 Annual Meeting of the Physical Society of
Taiwan). This is an unprecedented detection of the molecular gases in Europa’s exosphere using with the
ALMA. However, the gas source mechanism is still not clarified. It could be produced from sputtering of the
Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma impacts on Europa’s surface, and/or from the outgassing activity
associated with its subsurface ocean. Figure 2 explains the sputtering effect on Europa. Further results
from our ongoing ALMA data analysis will help answer this question; i.e., other detected molecular species
4

such as NaCl, KCl, H2O and other organic volatiles.

Figure 2: An illustration of Europa’s atmosphere related to its surface materials which would have imprints
of direct ocean evaoprates and radiaolysis-altered products (Image credit: Dr. Hsiang-Wen Hsu in LASP,
University of Colorado, USA; in private communication).
Another topic in our proposed work is to study the chemical composition of Comet 67P/ C-G using
with the Rosetta mission data. Comet 67P is one of Jupiter-family comets orbiting the Sun with a period of
6.44 years. The Rosetta mission made its historic lading (by Philae) on the nucleus surface of Comet 67P in
2014 and became orbiting it for around two years. For the first time, the Rosetta spacecraft explored the
nucleus and its environment in such detail. We use the MICROWAVE INSTRUMENT FOR THE ROSETTA
ORBITER (MIRO) data to investigate the nucleus and coma composition of comet 67P/C-G. Time variability
(i.e., evolution with the heliocentric distance) and heterogeneity (i.e., the chemical abundance ratio in
different regions) is our primary focus.
The preliminary results of our MIRO data analysis have been published by Hsuan-Ting Lai et al., (2019)
in Annual Meeting of the Physical Society of Taiwan. First, the time evolution of the observed spectral line
areas of H2O (i.e., the gas production rates vary as the changing heliocentric distance) is shown in Figure 3.
It is clearly seen the enhanced gas production rates during and after its perihelion, similar to the results
shown in Marshall et al., (2017). Figure 4 showed the active regions on the cometary nucleus of comet 67P
based on our analysis of the H2O and CH3OH lines. These active regions are generally consistent with the
findings in Marshall et al., (2017) such as the Imhotep region. It is also shown the inhomogeneity in the
cometary nucleus based on the H2O and CH3OH distributions, which is generally in agreement with the
5

findings of Biver et al., (2018). More comparisons of the active regions shown in the MIRO data with other
observed surface features (i.e., the observed ice patches in Oklay et al., 2017) will be done recently.

Figure 3: Time evolution (i.e., variation of heliocentric distance) of the observed spectral line areas of H2O
by MIRO. The water column density is provided by our international collaborator, Dr. David Marshall.

Figure 4: The line area (shown in the color bar) with its corresponding beam size of MIRO are projected on
the cometary nucleus surface.
In addition to the overall chemical distribution of the comet 67P, we are also interested in its interior
structure. Therefore, we compare the MIRO data with the Rosetta OSIRIS images (i.e., the outburst events).
However, no temporal and spatial correlation was found in comparisons with the outburst events
published in Vincent et al., (2016). It is possibly because there is a large difference between the viewing
directions of both instruments. In the other hand, we also made comparisons with another OSIRIS dataset
analyzed by Dr. Zhong-Yi Lin et al. (in preparation), some coincident events were spotted and shown in
Figure 5. Further relationship between the gas production and dust emission will be investigated. Finally, a
3D non-LTE radiative transfer model will be developed to retrieve the scientific information of gas column
density, temperature and expansion velocity from the observed line profiles. This step is crucial for
studying the optically-thick water lines of comet 67P/C-G near perihelion and gas dynamics in the
cometary coma.
6

Figure 5: The coincident events between the MIRO data (i.e., gas emission) and the OSIRIS data (i.e., dust
jets). The OSIRIS data with the outburst event numbers (red dots) are provided from Dr. Zhong-Yi Lin et al.
(in preparation). The color bar is the line area of the MIRO water data.
References:
Anderson et al., 1998; Europa's Differentiated Internal Structure: Inferences from Four Galileo
Encounters, Science, 281, 2019
Biver et al., 2018, Long-term monitoring of the outgassing and composition of comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko with the Rosetta/MIRO instrument, Astronomy & Astrophysics, in print
Kivelson et al., 2000; Galileo Magnetometer Measurements: A Stronger Case for a Subsurface
Ocean at Europa, Science, 289, 1340
Marshall et al., 2017; Spatially resolved evolution of the local H2O production rates of comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko from the MIRO instrument on Rosetta, Astronomy & Astrophysics, 603, 87,
11
Oklay et al., 2017; Long-term survival of surface water ice on comet 67P; Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, Volume 469, Issue Suppl_2, 21 July 2017, Pages S582–S597
Roth et al., 2014; Transient Water Vapor at Europa's South Pole , Science, 343, 171–174
Roth, L., J. et al. 2016, Europa's far ultraviolet oxygen aurora from a comprehensive set of HST
observations, JGRA 121
Vincent et al., 2016; Summer fireworks on comet 67P; Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society, Volume 462, Issue Suppl_1, p.S184-S194
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科技部研究專題計畫補助出國進行移地研究與參加國際會議
之心得報告書

姓名職稱：曾瑋玲

助理教授

服務機關：國立台灣師範大學地球科學系
出國目的： 1. 進行移地研究, 訪問合作者紐約大學物理系的Prof. Bob Johnson, 針對我
們目前合作的科研項目進行交流討論
2. 進行移地研究, 訪問合作者約翰霍普金斯大學應用物理實驗室的Dr.
Mark Perry, 瞭解目前最新Cassini INMS資料處理結果
3. 參加國際會議2017 AGU Fall Meeting
派赴國家城市：美國紐約市, 馬里蘭州, 路易斯安那州紐奧良
出國期間：2017/12/2 -2017/12/17
行程與學習內容:
2017/12/2–2017/12/2: Fly to New York, USA from Taiwan
2017/12/3–2017/12/6: Visit Prof. R. E. Johnson in Department of Physics, New York University
1. Prof. R. E. Johnson was my supervisor when I was a postdoc in University of Virginia (USA). We
have very good collaboration since then. Our research work is focused on the Saturnian ring
atmosphere and its plasma environment. So, with the updated results from the Cassini Grand
Finale orbits, we have been making an effort of modifying our model of the ring atmosphere to
account for the data, for example, the source producing the unexpected organic molecules in the
ring atmosphere and their density distribution (i.e., the same scale heights for all species).
2. Prof. Johnson is also an export on sputtering on the surfaces of the icy satellites in the solar system.
We have discussed about the source mechanisms generating some oxygen components detected in
the Ceres exosphere, and found that the photolytic decomposition of water ice might not account

for the detection since not much water ice identified in Ceres surface. It could be related to
chemical reactions of organic molecules in the gas phase.
3. I also joined the proposal discussion of Titan which will be submitted to the NASA funding
program. I provided my insight about the interaction between Saturn’s magnetosphere plasma
and Titan’s upper atmosphere and pointed out one remaining question in the ALMA observation of
Titan. The ALMA data showed a longitudinal asymmetry in Titan’s atmosphere which can not
explained by the wind. We try to connect the longitudinal asymmetry to the variable plasma
impact locations on Titan
2017/12/6: Travel from New York City to Laurel, Maryland
2017/12/7–2017/9: Visit Dr. Mark Perry in Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University
and Meet Dr. O. J. Tucker from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
1. Dr. Perry is the main person working on the Cassini INMS data analysis. During this visit, he
provided the most updated information about the INMS measurement in the F-ring and proximal
orbits. These are the first-ever in-situ measurements examining the ring atmosphere and Saturn’s
upper atmosphere!! Due to very high flyby velocity of Cassini, the INMS measured a lot of organic
composition assuming from the nanograin impacted-evaporation. Another interesting thing is
about the source of these organics – transportation from Enceladus plume material and/or deposit
from cometary impacts? We will examine all possible source mechanism by numerical simulations.
2. Dr. Tucker and I also work together on a combined model of Saturn’s exosphere and the ring
atmosphere (see the abstract of his poster below). The target species is H2 and now we will add
CH4 in the modeling due to the unexpected discovery by INMS. This modeling will be focused on
how the CH4 molecules transport from the main ring region into Saturn’s upper atmosphere, i.e.,
momentum exchange during collisions, diffusion and/or other more dynamical process.
2017/12/10: Travel from DC to New Orleans, Louisiana
2017/12/11–2017/12/15: Participate in 2017 AGU Fall Meeting
1. I gave a talk with a title of Revisit the modeling of the Saturnian ring atmosphere and
ionosphere from the Cassini Grand Finale in an oral session of SM13E Cassini Science Highlights
of Saturn Magnetosphere During the Grand Finale and Ring-Grazing Orbits I on 11 Dec.
2. In addition, I also joined a poster presentation of Examining the Combined Saturn and Ring
Exosphere/Ionosphere using Cassini Proximal orbits (O. J. Tucker et al.) in a poster session of
SM33A Cassini Science Highlights of Saturn's Magnetosphere During the Grand Finale and
Ring-Grazing Orbits II Posters on 13 Dec.
3. In this meeting, I learned a lot about the updated information from the Cassini Grand Filnale
mission. This is first-ever in-situ exploring Saturn’s surface in a such closest distance with great

spatial and time resolutions. We had many unexpected results which dramatically changed our
previous thoughts, and would need new mechanisms as well as more careful modeling to improve
the scientific implications.
For example, the surprising existence of so many nano-sized grains in F-ring and D-ring from
various dust measurements. Actually, we already predicted this scenario in the F-ring from a
comparison of the plasma density difference (Ne << Ni) observed by Cassini RPWS and CAPS in the
previous orbits. Now more dynamical information is revealed so we can model the source and
transport of the nano-sized grains.
4. Another surprising result is the high abundance organic composition detected in Saturn upper
atmosphere by Cassini INMS. The source of detected organic molecules is suggested to be
transported from the main rings since these massive species would not exist in such high-altitude
of Saturn’s atmosphere according to the modeling of Saturn’s atmospheric circulation and
photochemistry.
5. In addition to the academic talks, it is also an important opportunity for social networking. I got
many benefits talking to people in the meeting, and we changed the ideas and also discussed
possible future collaboration.
20/12/16–2017/12/17: Fly back to Taiwan from New Orleans, LA
工作記錄:
1. Oral presentation:
Revisit the modeling of the Saturnian ring atmosphere and ionosphere from the Cassini Grand
Finale
Authors: Wei-Ling Tseng, R. E. Johnson, O. J. Tucker, Wing-Huen Ip, Mark Perry and the Cassini
INMS team
Abstract: During the Cassini Grand Finale mission, this spacecraft, for the first time, has done the
in-situ measurements of Saturn’s upper atmosphere and its rings and provides critical information for
understanding the coupling dynamics between the main rings and the Saturnian system. The ring
atmosphere is the source of neutrals (i.e., O2, H2, H; Tseng et al., 2010; 2013a), which is primarily
generated by photolytic decomposition of water ice (Johnson et al., 2006), and plasma (i.e., O2+ and
H2+; Tseng et al., 2011) in the Saturnian magnetosphere. In addition, the main rings have strong
interaction with Saturns atmosphere and ionosphere (i.e., a source of oxygen into Saturns upper
atmosphere and/or the “ring rain” in ODonoghue et al., 2013). Furthermore, the near-ring plasma
environment is complicated by the neutrals from both the seasonally dependent ring atmosphere and
Enceladus torus (Tseng et al., 2013b), and, possibly, from small grains from the main and tenuous F

and G rings (Johnson et al.2017). The data now coming from Cassini Grand Finale mission already
shed light on the dominant physics and chemistry in this region of Saturn’s magnetosphere, for
example, the presence of carbonaceous material from meteorite impacts in the main rings and each
gas species have similar distribution in the ring atmosphere. We will revisit the details in our ring
atmosphere/ionosphere model to study, such as the source mechanism for the organic material and
the neutral-grain-plasma interaction processes.
2. Poster Presentation:
Examining the Combined Saturn and Ring Exosphere/Ionosphere using Cassini Proximal orbits
Authors: O. J. Tucker, Wei-Ling Tseng, R. E. Johnson, Mark Perry
Abstract: Neutral molecules that are emitted from Saturn’s exobase (i.e., H2) and the main rings
(i.e., H2, O2, H) are a source of material for both the Saturn and ring ionospheres as well as Saturn’s
magnetosphere (Tseng et al., 2013 [PSS 85 164 - 167]). However, the density gradient of H2 produced
from the main rings is very different than that produced by Saturn’s exospheric flux due to its
emission from the ring plane and distance from Saturn. Cassini measurements obtained during the
proximal orbits can likely be used to identify contributions from Saturn and the rings. Here we
present results obtained from Monte Carlo models of the Saturn and ring exosphere used to analyze
INMS data of neutrals and ions measured along the trajectories of the Proximal orbits. Understanding
the sources of neutrals and the concomitant ions can help provide insight about the dynamics
occurring in the Saturn system.

科技部研究專題計畫補助出國進行移地研究與參加國際會議
之心得報告書

姓名職稱：曾瑋玲

助理教授

服務機關：國立台灣師範大學地球科學系
出國目的： 1. 進行移地研究, 訪問合作者紐約大學物理系的Prof. Bob Johnson, 針對我
們目前合作的科研項目進行交流討論
2. 進行移地研究, 訪問合作者約翰霍普金斯大學應用物理實驗室的Dr.
Mark Perry, 瞭解目前最新Cassini INMS資料處理結果
3. 參加國際會議2017 AGU Fall Meeting
派赴國家城市：美國紐約市, 馬里蘭州, 路易斯安那州紐奧良
出國期間：2017/12/2 -2017/12/17
行程與學習內容:
2017/12/2–2017/12/2: Fly to New York, USA from Taiwan
2017/12/3–2017/12/6: Visit Prof. R. E. Johnson in Department of Physics, New York University
1. Prof. R. E. Johnson was my supervisor when I was a postdoc in University of Virginia (USA). We
have very good collaboration since then. Our research work is focused on the Saturnian ring
atmosphere and its plasma environment. So, with the updated results from the Cassini Grand
Finale orbits, we have been making an effort of modifying our model of the ring atmosphere to
account for the data, for example, the source producing the unexpected organic molecules in the
ring atmosphere and their density distribution (i.e., the same scale heights for all species).
2. Prof. Johnson is also an export on sputtering on the surfaces of the icy satellites in the solar system.
We have discussed about the source mechanisms generating some oxygen components detected in
the Ceres exosphere, and found that the photolytic decomposition of water ice might not account

for the detection since not much water ice identified in Ceres surface. It could be related to
chemical reactions of organic molecules in the gas phase.
3. I also joined the proposal discussion of Titan which will be submitted to the NASA funding
program. I provided my insight about the interaction between Saturn’s magnetosphere plasma
and Titan’s upper atmosphere and pointed out one remaining question in the ALMA observation of
Titan. The ALMA data showed a longitudinal asymmetry in Titan’s atmosphere which can not
explained by the wind. We try to connect the longitudinal asymmetry to the variable plasma
impact locations on Titan
2017/12/6: Travel from New York City to Laurel, Maryland
2017/12/7–2017/9: Visit Dr. Mark Perry in Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University
and Meet Dr. O. J. Tucker from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
1. Dr. Perry is the main person working on the Cassini INMS data analysis. During this visit, he
provided the most updated information about the INMS measurement in the F-ring and proximal
orbits. These are the first-ever in-situ measurements examining the ring atmosphere and Saturn’s
upper atmosphere!! Due to very high flyby velocity of Cassini, the INMS measured a lot of organic
composition assuming from the nanograin impacted-evaporation. Another interesting thing is
about the source of these organics – transportation from Enceladus plume material and/or deposit
from cometary impacts? We will examine all possible source mechanism by numerical simulations.
2. Dr. Tucker and I also work together on a combined model of Saturn’s exosphere and the ring
atmosphere (see the abstract of his poster below). The target species is H2 and now we will add
CH4 in the modeling due to the unexpected discovery by INMS. This modeling will be focused on
how the CH4 molecules transport from the main ring region into Saturn’s upper atmosphere, i.e.,
momentum exchange during collisions, diffusion and/or other more dynamical process.
2017/12/10: Travel from DC to New Orleans, Louisiana
2017/12/11–2017/12/15: Participate in 2017 AGU Fall Meeting
1. I gave a talk with a title of Revisit the modeling of the Saturnian ring atmosphere and
ionosphere from the Cassini Grand Finale in an oral session of SM13E Cassini Science Highlights
of Saturn Magnetosphere During the Grand Finale and Ring-Grazing Orbits I on 11 Dec.
2. In addition, I also joined a poster presentation of Examining the Combined Saturn and Ring
Exosphere/Ionosphere using Cassini Proximal orbits (O. J. Tucker et al.) in a poster session of
SM33A Cassini Science Highlights of Saturn's Magnetosphere During the Grand Finale and
Ring-Grazing Orbits II Posters on 13 Dec.
3. In this meeting, I learned a lot about the updated information from the Cassini Grand Filnale
mission. This is first-ever in-situ exploring Saturn’s surface in a such closest distance with great

spatial and time resolutions. We had many unexpected results which dramatically changed our
previous thoughts, and would need new mechanisms as well as more careful modeling to improve
the scientific implications.
For example, the surprising existence of so many nano-sized grains in F-ring and D-ring from
various dust measurements. Actually, we already predicted this scenario in the F-ring from a
comparison of the plasma density difference (Ne << Ni) observed by Cassini RPWS and CAPS in the
previous orbits. Now more dynamical information is revealed so we can model the source and
transport of the nano-sized grains.
4. Another surprising result is the high abundance organic composition detected in Saturn upper
atmosphere by Cassini INMS. The source of detected organic molecules is suggested to be
transported from the main rings since these massive species would not exist in such high-altitude
of Saturn’s atmosphere according to the modeling of Saturn’s atmospheric circulation and
photochemistry.
5. In addition to the academic talks, it is also an important opportunity for social networking. I got
many benefits talking to people in the meeting, and we changed the ideas and also discussed
possible future collaboration.
20/12/16–2017/12/17: Fly back to Taiwan from New Orleans, LA
工作記錄:
1. Oral presentation:
Revisit the modeling of the Saturnian ring atmosphere and ionosphere from the Cassini Grand
Finale
Authors: Wei-Ling Tseng, R. E. Johnson, O. J. Tucker, Wing-Huen Ip, Mark Perry and the Cassini
INMS team
Abstract: During the Cassini Grand Finale mission, this spacecraft, for the first time, has done the
in-situ measurements of Saturn’s upper atmosphere and its rings and provides critical information for
understanding the coupling dynamics between the main rings and the Saturnian system. The ring
atmosphere is the source of neutrals (i.e., O2, H2, H; Tseng et al., 2010; 2013a), which is primarily
generated by photolytic decomposition of water ice (Johnson et al., 2006), and plasma (i.e., O2+ and
H2+; Tseng et al., 2011) in the Saturnian magnetosphere. In addition, the main rings have strong
interaction with Saturns atmosphere and ionosphere (i.e., a source of oxygen into Saturns upper
atmosphere and/or the “ring rain” in ODonoghue et al., 2013). Furthermore, the near-ring plasma
environment is complicated by the neutrals from both the seasonally dependent ring atmosphere and
Enceladus torus (Tseng et al., 2013b), and, possibly, from small grains from the main and tenuous F

and G rings (Johnson et al.2017). The data now coming from Cassini Grand Finale mission already
shed light on the dominant physics and chemistry in this region of Saturn’s magnetosphere, for
example, the presence of carbonaceous material from meteorite impacts in the main rings and each
gas species have similar distribution in the ring atmosphere. We will revisit the details in our ring
atmosphere/ionosphere model to study, such as the source mechanism for the organic material and
the neutral-grain-plasma interaction processes.
2. Poster Presentation:
Examining the Combined Saturn and Ring Exosphere/Ionosphere using Cassini Proximal orbits
Authors: O. J. Tucker, Wei-Ling Tseng, R. E. Johnson, Mark Perry
Abstract: Neutral molecules that are emitted from Saturn’s exobase (i.e., H2) and the main rings
(i.e., H2, O2, H) are a source of material for both the Saturn and ring ionospheres as well as Saturn’s
magnetosphere (Tseng et al., 2013 [PSS 85 164 - 167]). However, the density gradient of H2 produced
from the main rings is very different than that produced by Saturn’s exospheric flux due to its
emission from the ring plane and distance from Saturn. Cassini measurements obtained during the
proximal orbits can likely be used to identify contributions from Saturn and the rings. Here we
present results obtained from Monte Carlo models of the Saturn and ring exosphere used to analyze
INMS data of neutrals and ions measured along the trajectories of the Proximal orbits. Understanding
the sources of neutrals and the concomitant ions can help provide insight about the dynamics
occurring in the Saturn system.
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協助ALMA數據處理與分析, 並討論最新
觀測與數值模擬比較之科學成果; 除此
之外, 須負責系上
天文台與望遠鏡之觀測活動與維護工作

參與研究工作, 協助研究生們的進度,
與負責行政事務與賬務核銷

Award: NASA Group Achievement to Cassini Plasma
Spectrometer Team
Invited colloquium and conference talks:
1.“The Two Little “Snowmen” in The Outer Solar
System”, Department of Physics, National Sun Yetsen University (May 2018)
2.“The Two Little “Snowmen” in The Outer Solar
System”, Institute of Space Science, National
Central University (Apr 2018)
3.科普講座：”卡西尼號太空船的前世今生”,國立自然
科學博物館 (June 2018)
4.“TheCouplingDynamics among Saturn’s upper
atmosphere, the main rings and its
magnetosphere”, International Organization of
Chinese Physicists and Astronomers, OCPA9
International Conference, China (July 2017)
其他成果
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、獲得獎項、重要國際合作、研究成果國 1.ALMA Cycle 5 Proposal of ‘Is Enceladus'
際影響力及其他協助產業技術發展之具體 Subsurface Ocean Life Sustainable? An Earth-Based
Study of the Chemical Composition of Enceladus'
效益事項等，請以文字敘述填列。）
Plume’ with project code 2017.1.01555.S has been
accepted with a priority grade of B* and will be
added to the Cycle 5 observing queue.
2. JCMT M17AP041 entitled “Comet chemistry
differences; JFCs -vs- OCCs; HNC”
3. JCMT M18BP035 entitled “46P”
International Cooperation:
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Saturn's upper atmosphere; Proposal # 17-SSW170287; P.I.: Martinis, Carlos (Boston University,
USA)
2.NASA CDAP program: Large-scale study of
Saturn’s plasma and energetic electron
populations from a centrifugally driven
magnetospheric diffusion approach; Proposal # 17-

CDAP17_2-0034; P.I.: Santos Costa, Daniel
(Southwest Research Institute, USA)
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Peer Reviewer for the published journals
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Research Letter, Journal of Geophysics Research,
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Serendipities in Solar System and Beyond, Taiwan
(July 2017)
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Comparative Aeromony of Solar System Bodies in
14th Asia Oceania Geosciences Society meeting
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